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About Kristian Olsen
A vision for eyewear 

An optical frame is more than a necessity for sight. 
It is more than an accessory. Eyewear is a part of 
your personality. It is an extension of yourself. 

Kristian Olsen embodies this by offering great looking, 
high-quality eyewear to express yourself. That is our 
promise, with every perfect pair.
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The story
Eye-catching since 1989

Kristian Olsen started in 2013, but our story goes back 
to 1989, with roots in timeless Scandinavian design. 
Since 2015 our team has expanded with people from 
different countries around the globe. Because of 
their local knowledge and expertise, we now create 
collections adjusted to local preferences and personal 
tastes. Consumers all over Europe like what they see 
and that explains our continuous growth.





Products
Quality at competitive prices  

We regularly introduce new collections with fashionable 
frames, basic models and sunglasses. We stay in 
touch with the latest trends. Still, we stay true to our 
minimalist design roots. We guarantee high-quality 
products at competitive prices. This way we bring to
life personal looks to everyone’s taste.



Designs
A keen eye on fashion

Our in-house team consists of inspired designers 
from various international backgrounds. With a keen 
eye on fashion, they bring together timeless designs 
with contemporary details. Our eyewear always has a 
distinctive, exclusive appearance. Effortlessly paired 
with quality and comfort. 





Craftmanship 
We oversee each step of the way

All our products offer a delicately balanced combination 
of design, comfort and function. Our eyewear is made 
with the finest materials and newest techniques.  
We personally oversee each step in the production 
chain from design to end-product. Manufacturing 
takes place under the highest production standards 
and with integrity.





Service 
Seeing happy customers 

We always aim to maintain the best service with 
a personal approach. We want to see you and 
your customers happy. Our service includes easy 
order procedures, quick deliveries and fast 
personal responses.


